
Non-inclusiveness  

 Commercial speech and dialog APIs only available for few languages.

 Users can only use systems developed for their own language.

 Gap between certain users (e.g., people with non-native or regional

accents) and others in terms of speech-to-text performance.
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 Transform speech on device so
that user’s identity, traits and state
cannot be inferred anymore.

 Delete words which could pose a
threat to the speaker’s privacy from
the speech-to-text output.

 Use weakly supervised learning to
reduce the cost of human labeling.

 Learn user-independent models in
the cloud, and personalized models
on device.

 Empower developers to implement
COMPRISE Apps for Android and
iOS with the help of Cross-Platform
Development Frameworks and
tools, reducing development time.

 The COMPRISE SDK library will be
provided as a holistic, platform-
independent development kit for
interfacing speech, dialog, and
translation tools.

 The Cloud Platform will be used to
securely store, curate and label
data. It will provide access to user-
independent models trained on
these data.

Features

Consumer Applications

 Applications for the general public will show the

integration of COMPRISE into multiple device

types.

E-Commerce

 The demonstrator will enable consumers to talk

to a drive-thru service via COMPRISE.

E-Health

 The demonstrator will use COMPRISE speech

and dialog technology to help doctors automate

the preparation of medical records.

ISSUESCONTEXT
Today’s Voice Interaction Approach

 Store the user’s speech in the cloud

 Hire humans to manually transcribe/label speech and dialog data 

 Train speech-to-text, spoken language understanding, and dialog 
management systems

 Repeat for every language

Cost

 Labeling the users’ speech and dialog data requires human labelers

 Programming dialog APIs requires application developers to know the

language well enough, or to pay a human translator.

Privacy

User’s speech reveals information about: user’s identity, traits (gender,

ethnic origin, etc.) and states (health condition, etc.), critical personal

information (credit card, phone number, etc.), user preferences,

sensitive business data (sales), etc.

Risk of identity theft in case of security breach (cf. deepfakes)

Unsolicited advertisement

Business competition (cf. Amazon)

COMPRISE: Cost effective, Multilingual, 

Privacy-driven voice-enabled Services
www.compriseh2020.eu


